It is shown that the sets, homotopy and uniform homotopy classes of maps from a finite dimensional normal space to a space of finite type with finite fundamental group, coincide. Applications of this result to the study of remainders of Stone-Cech compactifications, Kan extensions, and other areas are given.
In this paper we consider the question of when the existence of homotopies implies existence of uniform homotopies for given maps of one space to another. Not surprisingly, the positive results we obtain require strong hypotheses on the spaces and maps in question. The domain must be finite dimensional normal and the codomain must have the homotopy type of a Clf-complex of finite type with finite fundamental group. However, as will be seen below, these hypotheses are sufficiently broad so as to admit interesting applications.
A major stumbling block to carrying out an investigation of when homotopic maps must also be uniformly homotopic seems to have been the example of the real line and the circle. While all maps of the real line to the circle are homotopic, a simple computation shows that there are uncountably many uniform homotopy classes of such maps [7] . What we show below is that this example is the exceptional case, the culprit being the circle. We prove the following: Theorem 1. Let X be a finite dimensional normal space. Let Y be a compact space with the homotopy type of a CW-complex and with mX(Y) finite. Then two maps f g: X -* Y are homotopic iff they are uniformly homotopic.
Indeed, in the paper itself we prove a somewhat stronger theorem, relaxing the hypothesis on Y in various ways.
This result established, we proceed to a series of applications, somewhat unrelated in statement, but all depending heavily on a form of Theorem 1. We give two examples. Theorem 2. Let M" be a compact Riemannian manifold with mX(M") finite. Let f, g: X -* M" be homotopic maps of a finite dimensional normal space into M". Then fand gare homotopic via a uniform homotopy H such that:
(1) For each x E X, Hx: I-+M" is a smooth path.
(2) {length (Hx)\x EX) is bounded.
(3) {speed (Hx)\x EX) is bounded.
Note that uniform homotopy and bounded path length homotopy are logically independent.
Theorem 3. Cech cohomology (finite covers) H" is a homotopy type invariant for the category of finite dimensional normal spaces iff n ¥= 1. Moreover, H2 is a homotopy invariant for all normal spaces.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the first section, we give a new form of the Eilenberg-Steenrod definition of uniform homotopy [8] and establish some of its elementary properties. In particular we show that if the codomain is a compact metric space, then the definition is equivalent to Dowker's [7] . § §2 and 3 are devoted to a proof of a technical result we call the Bounded Lifting Lemma. This result is central to most of what follows and seems to be of independent interest.
In §4 we study the map ß: X -> ßX, the embedding of a space X into its Stone-Cech compactification. More explicitly, we look at the map ß*: [ßX, Y] -» [X, Y] induced by ß on homotopy classes.
Since [ßX, Y] is essentially uniform homotopy classes of bounded (compact image) maps X to Y we have that the set of homotopy classes is naturally equivalent to the set of uniform homotopy classes iff ß* is an isomorphism. This is shown to be the case when A' is a finite dimensional normal space and Y has the homotopy type of a CW-complex of finite type with mx(Y) finite. If mx(Y) is not finite, but we assume y is a loop space, then we show that there is a split short exact sequence of groups 0-*D(X, Y)-*[ßX, Y] £ [X, y]-»o where D (X, Y) is a direct sum of copies of Q (the rationals).
In §5 we consider applications of the above results to the study of Stone-Cech remainders, NX = ßX -X. NX carries information about the function algebra of X [9] and the techniques used in this paper grew out of studies directed primarily at developing an understanding of ATA' for certain spaces [1] , [11] .
In particular, we obtain the following curious theorem. In §6 we study Cech and Kan extensions of functors en route proving Theorem 3 above. In §7 we relate homotopy and bounded path length homotopy. Here the main result is Theorem 2 above.
Finally, in §8 we discuss the obstruction theoretic question of when a map f. ßX X A-+Z extends to a map ßX X Y-*Z, where (Y, A) is a relative CIP-complex Z is a loop-space and it is known that f\X X A extends to X X Y. Note, when (Y, A) = (I, {0, 1}) this is the question as to when a homotopy is uniform. Obstruction cohomology classes 9' E H'(Y,A; G¡) are presented where G¡ is a suitable direct sum of copies of Q. As expected, 6' vanishes if and only if it is possible to extend the map from ßX X Y'~x to ßX X Y\ where Yl is the /th skeleton of ( Y, A). 1 . Preliminaries. In this section we gather together various results that we will use in the following sections.
(1.1) All spaces will be assumed to be Hausdorff. The category of normal spaces and maps (= continuous functions) and its full subcategory of compact spaces will be denoted by N and C2, respectively.
The Stone-Cech functor ß: /V-»C2 sends X E N to its Stone-Cech compactification ßX and/: *-> Y to the unique extension ß(f): ßX-» ßY. We shall also use ß: X -» ßX to denote the dense embedding of X into ßX.
A map will be called bounded if its image is contained in a compact subset of its codomain. Hence, /: X-* Y is bounded iff it factors through the diagram.
The dotted arrow, if it exists, is, of course, unique and will, without confusion, be denoted by ß (f) also.
The notion of uniform homotopy has several equivalent formulations. Our techniques have suggested the introduction of the following definition which is equivalent to the usual ones as we shall see in (1.3).
(1.2) Definition. Let X be an arbitrary space, YEN and / denote the unit interval. A map H: X X I -» Y is called a uniform homotopy iff the associated map h:X-*(ßY)', h(x)(t) = ßoH(x,t), is bounded, where (ßY)r is the space of functions from / to ßY with the compact-open topology. Two maps/, g: X -» Y will be called uniformly homotopic (f ~ß g) iff there is a uniform homotopy H: X x / -> Y with H(x, 0) = f(x) and H(x, 1) = g(x) for all x EX.
(1.3) Lemma. The following are equivalent for X E A/: (a) 77: X X / -* y is a uniform homotopy.
(b) 77 extends to a map H: ßX X / -» ßY (note ßX X I j= ß(X X I)). . This function is always defined. The problem is to show that it is continuous. This follows from (d) by a standard "e/3" proof. Our technical results are actually of the form "homotopy implies a relation stronger than uniform homotopy". We now introduce that relation.
(1.4) Definition. If a map h: X -> Y1 extends to h: ßX -> Y1 then we call the associated map 77: X X /-> Y a strong uniform homotopy. We write/~J/S g for maps so related.
Clearly 77 is a strong uniform homotopy iff h(X) lies in a compact subset of Y1. The following formulation of this observation will be used below.
Let p: Y1 -+ Y X Y be the (Hurewicz) fibration given by p(o) = (o(0), o (I)). This fibration serves to characterize homotopy in the sense that two maps/, g: X -» y are homotopic iff there is a map h: X -» Y1 such that Y1 ■*YxY if.g) commutes.
Strong uniform homotopy for bounded maps may be characterized using this fibration as follows.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We see from (1.5) that the set of strong uniform homotopy classes of bounded maps from X to Y is the "same" as the set [ ßX, Y] of homotopy classes of maps of ßX to Y. Thus the map
induced by ß: X -» ßX, may be used to measure the difference between homotopy classes and strong uniform homotopy classes of bounded maps. For reasonable hypothesis (e.g. Y compact) ß* is easily seen to be onto. That it is not in general 1-1 is shown by the following result of Dowker [7] . Note C(X)/C*(X) is a divisible group without torsion.
In the following sections (1.7) will take an added significance as we will show that within a significant class of spaces this is essentially the only example where ß* is not injective.
In several places in this paper we will make use of a somewhat special extension property. We now state it for reference. Finally, define G = X' X J -> E by G onA"X/X{0}, G= G' onA X {1} X7, G'\X' onX x I X (1). Now cover FÔ ~x with initial map G. Call the covering 77. Then HO covers Fand (H0)x is the desired homotopy over/.
We also need the following lemma for reference.
(1.9) Lemma. Let B be a finite Simplicia! complex. Let f, /': X^>B be contiguous maps. Then the linear homotopy
between f and f is uniform.
Proof. Recall that the topology on B is given by the metric 2. The bounded lifting property. In the first section we reduced the question of existence of strong uniform homotopies to the question of when a map can be lifted to a bounded map into the total space of a particular fibration. In this section we consider this second question in more generality. We will need the added generality in later sections.
(2.1) Notation. Let Top2 be the category of all Hausdorff spaces and maps and let W, W}, Wfl, Wfd denote the full subcategories of Top2 whose objects are respectively, all CIK-complexes, all finite complexes, all CW-complexes of finite type (i.e. finitely many cells in each dimension) and all finite dimensional CW-'-complexes. W (Wft) will denote the full subcategory of Top2 whose objects have the homotopy type of spaces in W (Wfl). Finally, "fibration" p: E->B means Hurewicz fibration with base admitting a numerable cover {{/"} such that p~l(Ua) is trivial in the sense of Dold [6].
(2.2) Definition. A fibration p: £-» B is said to have the bounded lifting property with respect to a subcategory A o/Top2 (BLP(^)) if for each X E A, bounded map/: X -» B, and map g: X -» E such that commutes, g is homotopic over/ to a bounded map g: X-* E. That is, there is a homotopy H:X X I^>E such that H0 = g,Hx = g and pH (x, t) = f(x) for all / G /. We now prove a result which is a prototype for our Bounded Lifting Lemma of the next section and which will find an independent application in §6.
(2.3) Lemma. Let p: E -> B be a fibration. Ifp has a fiber which is homotopic to a compact space F then it has BLP(Top2).
Proof. Let/ and g beas in (2.2). By [6] there exists an open cover { U^., of f(X) such that p~x(U¡) is fiber homotopy equivalent to U¡ X F. Let p^W^ÜiXF be a fiber homotopy equivalence and its inverse. Let {Vi)"imX be a cover of f(X) such that V¡ c U¡ and V¡ is compact. Note f(X) is compact.
Let //,-: p~x(U¡) X I-^p~x(U¡) be a fiber homotopy from \p¡, <b¡ to the identity and let tj,: B -» / be a map such that tj,| V¡ = 0 and t)¡\(B -U¡) = 1.
Let Kx = y¡ix(Vx X F). Then Kx is compact and \px<bxg(f~iVx) C #.. The result follows by induction on /. The next proposition is the key technical result of the paper. It essentially gives conditions under which one may deform a homotopy into a strong uniform homotopy. The proof itself is quite long and occupies the remainder of this section. The next section also is devoted to further extensions of the result.
(2.4) Proposition. Let p: E-*B be a fibration with B having the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Let the fiber F be a complex affinité type. Then the fibration has the BLP(Sjd), where Sjd is the category of simplicial complexes.
Proof. The proof begins with some general observations which reduce the proof of the proposition to the case where B is a finite simplicial complex and / a simplicial map. Thenp' is a fibration with fiber F, hence, has the BLP(5/d).
Let <>: £-»£' be a fiber homotopy inverse to u^ (see 2.1 and [5] ). 4> is defined by the diagram where / is a fiber homotopy equivalence. Now let/and g be as in (2.2). Since / is bounded so is <£/", and cjíg is a lift of $f. We now apply the bounded lifting property to deform ¿g over <bf to a bounded map g': X -» E'. Now apply t|/ and uV to obtain a homotopy over iptbf of t/^g to a bounded map yV-Remembering that bounded "means" extendable to ßX we apply (1.8) to find a bounded map g homotopic to g over f. In order to apply (1.8) one need only observe that the homotopy \¡/<pf ~ / extends trivially. \p<bß (f) ß (/), being composition of ß (f) with the homotopy \¡/<f> ~ Identity. By (2.5) we may assume B is actually a CIP-complex. In fact, by [12, Chapter 4, §4] for example, we may assume that B is a simplicial complex.
Finally, since in the definition of the BLP(Sfd) / is bounded, it is clear that £-»' B has the property iff p~l(B)-*p B has the property for every finite subcomplex B.
We now show that we may assume / is simplicial. Since after subdivision / is contiguous to a simplicial map, this follows at once from (1.9) and the following lemma. Proof. (Again we use 1.8.) By (1.5) there exists a homotopy F: ßX X I -» B from ß(f) to ß(f). Let G: X X I ^ E be a lift of F\(X x I) such that G0 = g. By assumption there is a bounded map g: X -» E homotopic over/' to Gx covering the reverse of F; starting at ßg we obtain a map g: ßX -» E over/. Now apply (1.8) to show g\X is homotopic to g over/.
(2.7) Continuation of the proof of 2.4. Let {Uk) be the closed star covering of B.
We havep-1í4 fiber homotopy equivalent to Uk X F. We write h p u**=T=:±u*xF where <bk is a fiber homotopy equivalence and \¡>k is an inverse for <f>¿.
Let Hk: p~lUk X I-*p~xUk be a fiber homotopy from the identity to (2.8) The proof now proceeds by induction on the skeleta of X. The induction step is two stage. Assuming the result for a given skeleton, we first extend to a neighborhood of that skeleton and then to the next higher skeleton.
Note that, since / is simplicial, for each closed simplex ö of X, f(o) c Uk for some k.
Let X' denote the ith skeleton of X and XA~X denote the annular neighborhood of X'"1 in X' given by X'AX n *' -{x E 5': \\x\\ > j} for each /-simplex, 5', in X', the norm ||jc|| being given in the usual way by the barycentric coordinates of B'.
(2.9) Lemma. Suppose that there exists a compact set K'~x with g(X'~x) c K'~x. Then we can find a compact set K'A~ ', an annular neighborhood XA~x of X'~x in X', and a fiberwise deformation of g to gA so that: Q)gA(x!rx)cK>r\ We now prove a lemma which allows us to extend from X'A~l to X'. Note that this lemma also completes the proof of (2.4) since we can begin our induction by applying it in the case / = 0, XAX = KAX -0.
(2.10) Lemma. Let XA~l be an annular neighborhood ofX'~x. Let KA~X c E be a compact set with g(XA~x) c K'A~X. There exists K1 c E with K'A~X c K' and K' compact, and a homotopy g~g over f fixed on X'~l and such that g(X>) c K'. Proof. We begin by defining K'. For each k, let *£-' = KA~l n P~\Uk). Let Ll~x = Hk(Kl~x Xl)c P"l(Uk). Then L¿~' is compact. Now for each k, let M'k~x -<i>k(Kl~l) c Uk X F. Since M¿~x is compact, there exists an integer mk with M'k~x c UkX F"*. Let nk = max(/, mk) and let A^_1 = \bk(Uk X £"*). Since Fis of finite type, Nk'~l is compact.
LetÀ" -A-j-'u (UkL'-x) u (U^r1).
We now deform g over each i cell a of A". Let g(o) C P~\Uk). Let 1/2 C er be the interior / cell of radius < \. Consider the map cbAg: a1/2 -> t7fc
x F. By cellular approximation we may fiberwise deform this map into g: äxj2 -» Uk X F"k leaving the map fixed on ox/2. Letg = xpkg.
(a)g:5i/2->N>-\ (b) g is fiberwise homotopic to \pk<bkg on o1/2 leaving óX/2 fixed. We now extend g to a map on all of o by setting g(x)~H(g(x),\l-\\x\\\/\l-^\), i<||x||<l.
One checks (x)g = g/ó;
(2) if i < ||x|| < l,g(x) E L--x, hence g(o) ç K\ (3) g is fiberwise homotopic to g leaving ó fixed.
3. The bounded lifting lemma. We will now show that the results of the previous section hold for X finite dimensional normal. We will need the following lemmas. Proof. Clearly (1) only depends on the homotopy type of 77 so we may choose 77 to be a simplicial complex. The result is now standard (see [5, p. 356] or [15, 4.1] ).
(2) Since ^mv and/are in fact contiguous, the result follows from (1.9). 
Proof. First, by (2.5) we can assume that B is a finite complex. Suppose
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Since both F and B are in W, E is also [18] If we knew that these two compositions were themselves homotopic with end maps fixed, we would be able to deform the homotopy g -g to one over / This is the case, since careful examination of Morita's proof [15, 4.2] shows that H2mv is contiguous to Hx. Proof. By (4.1) we need only show ß* is 1-1. Again assuming Y E Wft, ÜY^>Y' ->p Y X Y is a fibration in the sense of (2.1). Since mx(Y) is finite and y is of finite type, fi Y is also of finite type (see [21] ) so we may apply the Bounded Lifting Lemma to this fibration. Before going further, we give an application of (4.2). In particular, there is the following variant of the Borsuk Dowker homotopy extension theorem, in which we replace the condition that X be binormal by the condition that Y have a finite fundamental group. (For other versions without binormality, see [16] .) Proof. From [14] and [21] we know Y E Wf, so by (4.2), ß(f) ~ /?(/').
The result is now Borsuk's homotopy extension theorem applied to (ßX, ßA) and/? (F).
We now consider the case mx(Y) not finite. In general, (see (1.7)), ker ß* is not zero. In fact, the computation of (1.7) generalizes [3] to show that if mx(Y) contains an element of infinite order, then ker ß* ^ 0. An interesting sidelight of this is that were the Burnside conjecture (every infinite finitely presented group has an element of infinite order) known to be true then (4.2) would be "best possible" for Y E Wfi. If we assume Y is also an //-space, then this question does not exist, and when y is a loop space, we are able to give a complete description of ker ß*. We now consider that case. But from (1.7), Dd(X) = ®dC(X)/C*{X), and since C(X)/C*(X) is a torsionless divisible abelian group, it is isomorphic to a direct sum of Q's (the rationals). So finally, we have the following:
(4.6) Theorem. For Y E Wfl a loop space and X G NJd, we have the following split exact sequence:
We denote © JQ = ker ß* as D (X, Y). 5 . The cohomotopy of Stone-Cech remainders. The Stone-Cech remainder, NX = ßX -X, of a space X has been studied quite extensively (see for example [22] ). General topological methods have not proved too successful in deciding questions of when NX is not homeomorphic to NY from the properties of X and Y. In [1] and [11] we, separately, had some success with a problem of this kind by considering the cohomotopy properties of NX, and were thus able to settle a question about locally compact groups raised by J. P. Kahane.
In this section, we update the investigations initiated in [ Using (5.1) we are able to give the following relation between the cohomotopy of the boundary of a manifold and its Cech boundary. for any a. But M" -int Kk is homotopy equivalent to dM" for each k.
(5.3) Example 1. As a direct application of (5.2) we have
This is because NR" = N(D" -dD") for D" the closed n-disc. Example 2. Let C denote the Cantor set {0, 1}W. Let L" = D" X C -{0, c) where c is any part of C. L" is locally compact, and by an analogous argument to that of (5.2) we have that [NLn, y] «[L», y] for all y E Wfi with mx( Y) finite.
In [1] and [11] it was shown that there exist Y" for each n such that [A'L", Yn] * [NR", Yn] and hence that NL" #s AT/T. 6. Cech and Kan extensions. In this section we observe that Theorem 4.3 also has implications in the study of the Cech and Kan extensions of representable functors. More particularly, we ask when the Cech extension (finite covers) of a homotopy functor is a homotopy functor. Since by Dowker's result (1.7), H/(RX, Z) = C(R)/C^(R), we know that, in general, Cech extensions are not homotopy functors. Below we show that on Nfd this is again somewhat of an exceptional case. We also show that 77^2(A", Z) is a homotopy functor on all of N.
By the Kan extension of a functor we will mean right Kan extension along the inclusion. Given a space B we consider various ways of extending the functor [-, B] from one category to a larger one.
For P¡ = the category of locally finite simplicial complexes and homotopy classes of maps and N = the category of normal spaces and homotopy classes of maps, we make the following definition: hB = the Kan extension of [-, B] from P¡ to N. hB -the Cech extension to N with respect to numerable covers. HB = the Cech extension to JVwith respect to finite covers. hB = hg ° R, where R: N-» N is the quotient functor. There are various relations between the above which we list in the form of a theorem. Proof. 1. [5] .
2. This is essentially [8, p. 282 ].
The representation of HB provided by (6.1)(3) allows immediate application of the results of §4. In particular, we have (6.2) Theorem. Let B E Wfl with mx(B) finite, then on Nj we have HB = hB = hB. In particular, HB is a homotopy invariant on Nyd.
Proof. The proof is an immediate corollary of (6.1)(2) and the fact that under these hypotheses [X, B] = [ßX, B] (by (4.2)).
Since H"( ; G), Cech cohomology with respect to numerable covers, is representable on Top by K(G, n) [5] ; we have the following (6.3) Corollary [3]. On Nfd and with G a finitely generated abelian group, //"(-; G) = #/(-; G) (finite covers) for n > 1, and for n = 1 with G finite. In particular, Hf(-,G)is a homotopy invariant under these hypotheses.
We next ask when HB = [ß -, B] is a homotopy functor on all of N. One would expect that this is not often the case. Indeed, in [4] we showed that if B is a finite complex with nonzero homology then HB is not a homotopy functor. On the other hand, we have the following (6.4) Theorem. Let B be the homotopy type of a CW-complex such that ÜB has the homotopy type of a finite complex; then HB = [ß -, B]is a homotopy functor.
Proof. This follows at once from the fact that under the hypothesis ß* : [ßX, B]-*[X, B] is one-one. This in turn is proved as in (4.2) using the special form of the Bounded Lifting Lemma (2.3).
This theorem has the following surprising corollary.
(6.5) Corollary. H}(-; Z) is a homotopy functor on all of N.
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Proof. QK(Z, 2) = K(Z, 1) has the homotopy type of Sx.
(6.6) Final Remarks. First it should be observed that the proof of (6.5) actually shows H2(X, Z) to be a subgroup of H2(X; Z). Of course, on N they are not, in general, equal.
Corollary (6.5) raises the somewhat surprising possibility that for « > 1,H" is a homotopy functor on N, as it is on Nfd. The special nature of the proof for n -2 suggests this is not the case. However, one would like to know to what extent (6.5) is a special case.
7. Speed and path length: Applications to manifolds. Recalling (1.3)(d) it would appear that the concepts of uniform, bounded path length and bounded speed for homotopies into compact spaces are very similar. In fact, bounded speed implies the other two but there are no other relations between the three properties. On the other hand, we shall show that for reasonable Y the existence of a uniform homotopy between a pair of maps implies the existence of a uniform homotopy with bounded path length and speed between them. Proof. By assumption there is a number M such that p(H(x, t), H(x, t')) < M\t-t'\ for all x E X and /, t' £ /, so clearly \HX\ < M for all x. If y is compact then 77 is uniform by (1.3)(d).
(7.5) Example. A homotopy of bounded path length which has unbounded speed and is not uniform.
Define 77: [0, 1) X /-» 7 X 7 by (7.8) Lemma. Let Y be either a finite simplicial complex or a compact Riemannian manifold (with or without boundary). For any uniform homotopy 77: X X I -» y there is a continuous family of uniform homotopies Hs: X X I -» y, s E /, such that:
(l)/7°= 77.
(2) H£ = H0 and H\ -Hx for all s E I.
(3) 77 ' has bounded speed (and hence path length).
(4) If X is a C °° and Y is a compact Riemannian manifold then H ' is C °°( except on X X {0,1) if H is notC">onXX {0, 1}).
(5) If X is a simplicial complex and Y is a finite simplicial complex, then H ' is piecewise linear (PL) (except on X X {0,1) if H is not PLonX X {0, 1}).
Before proving (7.8) we observe that combining it with (4.2) gives (7.9) Theorem. Let Y be a finite complex or a compact Riemannian manifold. If mx(Y) is finite and X E Nfd, then any two maps f, g: X -» Y which are homotopic are uniformly homotopic via a homotopy with bounded speed and path length.
Moreover if A" is a C "-manifold (simplicial complex) the homotopy can be chosen to be C°° (PL) except possibly at/and g.
(7.10) Essential to our proof of (7.8) is the concept of an equilocally convex structure [11] , [14] .
Definition. We say (U, X, {Va)) is an equilocally convex structure on a space y if U is a neighborhood of the diagonal of Y X Y, X: í/X/->y (c) IfYisaC™ manifold, then X is C°°.
The proof is an exercise in local Riemannian geometry or local simplicial geometry as the case may be. That 77 ' can be made C00 (PL) follows from standard smoothing (PL-ing) techniques.
8. Obstruction theory for Stone-Cech compactifications. The question as to whether a given homotopy can be replaced by a uniform homotopy is a special case of the problem of completing the following diagrams. pTxpT 0x0 jJATx y-■+B Even for B = I, one cannot, in general, expect to complete such a diagram so that it strictly commutes unless both X and Y are pseudocompact [12] which is not a condition that is often present.
In this section we consider an intermediate problem. Namely, for X E Nfd, B E W}, and (Y, A), a relative CW-complex, when can one find h to complete the following diagram? Proof. (By induction on the skeleta of (Y, A).) Let Y" = A u (cells of Y of dim < n). Assume a map h¡: ßX X Y' -» B satisfying the conditions (8.1H8.2) for the pair (y, A). We now wish to find h,+l. We may do this cell by cell.
Let o be an î + 1 cell of Y -A. Suppose we are given a map/: ßX X ó -» B and an extension g: X X a -*■ B of f\X X à. We wish to know when we may extend/ to h: ßX X o^>W such that (8.1)-(8.2) holds. This is equivalent to the following problem. When can we complete the following diagram up to homotopy over/8? Now/* is a fibration with fiber Bs'*\ and since mk(B) is finite, k < n and we know Bs'*1 is of finite type. Hence, h exists by the Bounded Lifting Lemma (3.3).
We now consider the problem from another point of view. Namely, assuming B is not as "nice" as (8.3). What conditions must be put on (Y, A) to assure the existence of hi We give a classical obstruction theoretic answer to this question under the hypothesis that X is locally compact (we need bxxy = (BX)Y) and B is a loop space (we need (4.5)).
We now address the problem from the point of view of obstruction theory. In order to do this, we again give a slightly different formulation of the basic problem. In particular, given Thus Hi+X(Y, A; Z) finite implies Hi+X(Y, A; ker ß*) = 0. Thus, 0i+x = 0. Thus, after possible modification on the / cells by elements of ker /Jjf we can extend/ to/+I. We now construct/+, from/+1. Firstly, since we have modified/ by elements of ker/?,? one can quickly check ß*fi+x\Y' ~ g\Y'. It is possible that this relation does not hold with Yi+X replacing Y'. In the language of obstruction theory, that the difference cochain 0 ¥= [ß#fi+x -g] E C'+X(Y'; mi+x(Bx)). But we can now use the fact that ß* is onto to modify/+1 on the î + 1 cells of Y -A by this difference to a map/+I so that [ ß*Lx -I] = 0 G C'+1 (Y> U A, mi+x(Bx)), lhatis,ß*fi+x~g\X
x Yi+X. (8.6) has the following corollary. (8.7) Corollary.
In the above setting, suppose we are given a map /: ßX X A->B and an extension off\X X A to g: X X Y -+ B. Suppose Hk(Y, A, Z) is finite for all k. Then there exists an extension of f, h: ßX X y~» B, such that h(ß X Id)~g.
